Appointments

The Board of Directors of The Tech has accepted the resignation of Joseph Kirk '64 as Business Manager and decided to assume the appointment of Howard M. Brewer '63, of Senior House and Emotion, ll., as Acting Business Manager.

Boys Will Be Boys

Or so they say. In the letters column on page three there appears a rather humorous appeal to save the East Campus Song Sheet Supplement. The "appeal" is a collection of unbelievable obscene songs placed in the hands of the students, hurriedly procured and preceded by some less offensive ditto (for mixed company). The cover page of this little piece reads: "Massachusetts Institute of Technology East Campus Song Book Published by the East Campus Social Committee." We are not inclined to pontificate on the matter, and filthy songs in general are not an unwarranted and the possibility that some people could see value in them. We do respect the immature minds attached to us by having the MIT name spelt in capitals across the cover, and are sure any number of these are members of this, and other living groups in a similar situation who are ashamed of having the name of their production blazoned there with such an unashamed face.

If some of the residents of East Campus feel there is something to be gained by singing these songs over their beer, they should have no hesitation to elevate their publication to a serious level, and to theinclude the name of the MIT administration.

There was a similar incident of indecency involving a song sheet published by The Senior House which fell into the hands of a student at a Cambridge women's college. The net result of this was the creation of a great deal of unhappiness on the part of the girls involved and bad feeling in general toward MIT.

If a group wishes to take the responsibility for assembling such a collection in the future, it should publish it only under its own auspices, and with a knowledge of the delicate nature of the matter it prints.

Technique '63

"Don't start out projects with half想法," says Technique's president. "Too many of the purchases in the thought that the editors with the purpose and thereby give it the desired character." 

The net result of this was the creation of a great deal of unhappiness on the part of the girls involved and bad feeling in general toward MIT.
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